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INTRAMURAL

ATTENTION!!

CHAMPIONSHIP
GAME TONIGHT

BASKETBALL GAME

Before

PORTLAND U.

Portland-SC Game

SEATTLE COLLEGE

Starting at 6:30

LAST
TOMORROW NIGHT
vs.

SEATTLE

8:00 P.M.

COLLAEGE
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'48 AEGIS TO BE READY IN MAY
THE STUDENT
OBSERVER
By George Anderson
He wns talking about the "old
school" when he checked himself and
apologized for using the expression.

Married Students Editorand
Complete
Staff
Plan Co-Op Store
Work on Book
MonthsZof
Project
As Club
"United we stand, divided we fall." This motto could very

Attention!

The Veterans Administration
announces that under the new law
recently passedby Congress, married veterans must submit a certified copy of the public record
of birth of each child in order to
draw the increased subsistence
allowance.
These certificates maybe turned
in to the local VA office at 406
Buhr Hall, and they will be forwardeddown town to the regional
VA office in the Textile Tower
Building. All marriedveterans are
requested to turn in their certificates as soon as possible so that
their new award will be correctly
written.

We knew what he meant. In the
last three years we have seen an
equal number of "schools" at Seattle
College. This column is to provide
interesting reading for those of us
who did not know the "old school;"
who have seen only the dying embers
of a flaming era at S.C., and who
would like to rekindle the spark.
As long as we were writing the
Student Observer, we decided that
we would rummage through the Spectator "morgue" and try to record
the tempo of the three "schools"
through the content of past Student
Observer columns.
A birds-eye definition of terms is
a prerequisite of this discussion, so
we made an attempt as follows:
School No. l-"The Old School."
A period that was born with Seattle
"Funnier and better than one can
College and lasted until the fall quar- imagine," are the words that describe
ter of 1946. We rate the prewar and the Drama Guild's presentation of
wartime classes of S.C. in the same "State of the Union" March 19, at
"school" for they both possessed the the Moore Theater.
friendliness which was Seattle Col- Having such college stars as Frank
lege. This was the era when "every- Sullivan, Madeline Mahoney, Kevin
body knew everybody;" when every- Packard, Louis Flynn and Mary Kenone cooperated in school activities; drick, this show promises lots of
when everyone looked forward to laughs for the whole family. Father
leaving the ranks of the small col- Leo Lamphier, the director, is quite
leges; and when everyone worked, proud of all the performers as it
not for personal ambition, but for is the first time that he lias worked
helping Seattle College successfully with any of them.
EDITORIAL
reach its "big time" goal.
"I feel confident that this cast can,
School No. 2-"The ? School." This and will, keep up their marvelous
There are very few citizens of Seattle who know what
was the changing period in Seattle work on the "State of the Union,"
pigeonperch at Tillikum'Place really is supposed
College. This was the time when the and if everything continues to go as theabove
growing pains mentioned by former smoothly as itis now, this production to"be.
Student Observer Gene Voilland hurt should be one of the best that the
This metallic replica is an image of the almost forso badly that any traces of healthy city of Seattle has ever witnessedgotten
patron of our city, Chief Seattle. How ironical that
entirely
inprofessional
company,"
spirit
were almost
even by a
school
he should thus behonored. The once proud chieftain stands
visible. This was a period when vet- Father Lamphier said.
There will be only one presenta- now in disgrace in a city that is supposed to honor his
erans werereturning to school without
any desire to engage in college she- tion, on Friday, March 19, at 8:00 name. His crown of feathers is now topped by a dingy
nanigans, when disgusted high school p.m. All seats are reserved and all street light and
a myriad of ugly electric wires, placed
grads were calling S.C. a glorified tickets will be $1.25. It will be first
by
there
the
devout
administration of our city.
sophreturning
seats,
and
come, first served for the
high school, and the
standing
by
were
in
can
juniors
not
one
town
afford
person
omores and
If the city won't do something about it then Seattle
with their mouths open, wondering to miss this stupendous show. Tickets College ought to assume the responsibility of giving
the
what was happening. This was the will go on sale March 1.
birthday
scrubbing
May.
Further,
chief
an
annual
on
his
in
time when friendly and beneficial
a Potlatch celebration by the students, terminating in a
rivalry between individuals and clubs
diaboldownright
to
trek to his moss-covered grave in Suquamish, would be a
way
gay
almost
ical animosity.
very laudable activity.
School No. 3-"The New School."
Since the fathers of our city deemed it advisable to
The present era which was described
name
this municipality after a man, does it not' seem
of
well in this year's initial revival
by
Steve
Robel.
reasonable
that we should continue to show respect for the
Observer
the Student
"Time has softened these divisions Maisie Ward Sheed, noted Cath- man? Let's wake up and raise Seattle from the graveyard
and broken false barriers-as long as olic author and member of the pub- of obscurity !
he is in college one might just as lishing house of
Sheed & Ward,
wellhave the fun and enthusiasm that presented
lectures
at Seattle Coltwo
goes along with college and that era
lege last Sunday and Monday.
in his life."
The first lecture, Sunday night,
Browsing through the Spectator
was
entitled "The Catholic Literary
interesting
of
files brings ggxt a lot
Revival."
Mrs. Sheed deplored the
reading. There was the Observer in
among the peoples
reading
decline
of
just
when
'44 who wrote, "Remember
world,
general,
of
the
in
but stated
A lecture on "The Communist
two years ago.little S.C. took over that reading was increasing among
A subject of particular interest to
it
Homecoming)
and filled
Civic (for
Threat to Indian Independence" was
college
was
population.
The
lecture
Catholic
students
the
the
Catholic
with almost 300 couples dancing
given by Father Edward DeMuelder,
proved dealt for the most part with Catholic topic at the Creat Books Discussion S.J., Thursday, February 18, at the
Souders*
Orchestra-it
Jackie
authorship fro mthe time of Chester- last night. "The Confessions of St.
S.C. was finally in the big time."
Catholic Seaman's Club. Father De
ton and Belloc. Mrs. Sheed is par- Augustine," the book discussed, is
Quite a contrast to Dick Jurgens and ticularly well qualified to speak on not only a well-known religious trea- Muelder, author, missionary, and soworker, has lived and worked in
the 1,500-couple turnout for the '48
this phase of the subject, having tise, but also a classic of world cial
Homecoming Ball.
India
for 21 years. His experiences
known both men personally. Con- literature.
among
Otto Vogeler, George Flood, June
the Indian people were an
At the next meeting of the group,
temporary Catholic writetrs were also
addition to his expose of
Peterson, Pat Bodvin, Jack Younginteresting
discussed. It was pointed out that scheduled for March 11, St. Thomas'
communist
activities in India.
berg and others had some spirited
Theologin the future de- "Treatise on Law" (Summa
political discussions in the '44 Ob- Catholic literature
"Once
Communismharness the
let
I-11,
90-97)
will
be
ica,
upon
pends
authors,
but
Books
not only
its
Q.Q.
server columns. Bill Mullen and VogOrient and the free nations of the
the
book
under
public
their
consideration.
reception
upon
also
of
eler evenmade some suggestions for
world are lost," Father stated. "Never
amending the A.S.S.C. constitution. works.
were
these words so prophetic as now.
particular
of
was
Monday's
lecture
Mr. Vogeler later headed the comthe Communists are working
Already
to aspiring student writers, its
mittee that wrote the present A.S.S.C. interest
to take advantage of this
feverishly
"Preparation
being
for
title
Authorconstitution.
era
of
into complete indetransition
ship." Mrs. Sheed proposeda definite
On Jan. 18, 1946, Bill Moffatt, the
pendence.
they without sucNor
are
reading,
language
of
study,
mighty mite with the fiery pen, again program
bitterness,
personal
Strife
and
cess.
development of style for those
started writing scorching Observers. and
their
grievances
and
collective
are
authorship
career.
wishing
make
a
Moffatt is the columnist whose arti- At thetoend
most fertile ground, and in these the
lectures,
both
Mr*.
of
The
International
Relations
Club
cles were so hot they sometimes
Sheedanswered the questions of those
the Gavel Club of Seattle Col- Red Fascists see their golden opporcaused the entire edition of the Spec attending. Queries not only upon the and
lege will be represented by Beverly tunity. In more ways than one the
to be burned.
lectures presented but also upon many McLucas and Bob Larson at the Pa- situation in India is a race against
School No. 2 saw some of the most allied topics elicited interesting
per- cific Northwest College Conference, time."
searing and most caustic Observer
sidelights.
Father De Muelder and other lecto be held at Walla Walla.
columns that have yet appeared in sonal
for
event
turers
are now touring the United
The
dates
scheduled
the
the Spectator. Moffatt started the
March
3
States
under Alain Savage Lecture
have
been
announced
as
to
pep
rally
for
SC
student
will
A
ball rolling with what we consider
McNaughton
Series.
Future lectures will be sponStanley
7.
will
Friday,
March
the Student Observing Gem, by rat- be held in the gym on
by
the Catholic Seaman's Club
with
Miss
McLucas
and
Mr.
sored
travel
February
Trn»
time
scheduled
"green,
28.
ing A.S.S.C. organizations for
Larson as faculty representative at and students will find it worth their
for the rally to begin is 12:10.
unknowing frosh."
time to attend them.
the Conference.'
(Continued
Four)

Drama Guild Play
To Be Presented
At Moore Theater

Author and
Publisher
A t College

Work of Aquinas JESUIT FATHER
To Be Studied by LECTURES ON
Creat Book Croup REDS IN INDIA

Delegates From SC

To Attend Meet in
Walla Walla

on P»fe

well pertain to the staff of the "48" Aegis. Through unity of
the various department heads and the cooperation of the
personnel under these managers, all of the deadlines which
were set have been made on schedule. This in itself is somefaculty and student members with
thing
the whole staff may well be proud of. By February
their wives were present, which
27th,
Aegis will be in the hands of the printers.
The
club,
speaking,
figuratively
makes the
Topics ranging from baby sitters
to basketball were discussed at the
Married Students' Club at its initial
meeting, February 17. Nearly 125

one of the largest at S.C.
The organization plans to sponsor
a comprehensive program including
such functions as dances, potluck
suppers, craft schools, bridge parties
and competitive athletics. A club
house and paper to facilitate closer
contact among members will be provided in the near future.
The annual St.Patrick's Day Mixer,
Wives of students were happy to a Junior activity, has been scheduled
hear of the proposed co-operative for Wednesday evening, March 17.
market which is already being nego- Co-Chairmen Joanna Mein and Hal
tiated for the benefit of members. Wales urge all S.C. students to keep
It is estimated that savings on food- this date in mind.
stuffs will amount to one-third for
The "Pixie Party" will be held at
them. Efforts on the part of any the Senator's Ballroom, where dancstudent with connections to give co- ing will be in progress from 9 to 12.
operative assistance will be appreci- Al Pierre and his orchestra will proated. John Talevich, who is organi- vide the musical background for the
zation chairman for the co-op, can dancers.
be reached at Ca. 6172.
Tickets will go on sale at 75c per
Election of officers has been post- person.
poned until a constitution can be
drawn up.
Special thanks go to the Sodality
and such individual workers n,s Bill
'Stiver/ Jean Swayne, Agnes Remmes
and Dan Novak for their valuable
assistance in putting the Married Students' Club into active being.
The names of the organization comBarrett Johnston was elected to
mittee are Mr. and Mrs. Bud Bergsucceed
Don Byington as president
man, Willard and Jean Gariss, Guy
and Helen Trotter, John Glassy, Betty of the Hiyu Coolee, S.C.s famed hikFisher, George and Margaret Corn- ing club. Tony Gibbons will fill the
stock, Jr., Earl Clymet, and Vincent office of secretary, replacing his sister, Catherine. The newly elected
Otis.
Serving on the publicity committee officers will be officially initiated on
are Marguerite Wilson, MaryE. Tale- February 29 at Suquamish, a tradivich, Elon and Patricia Lundquits, tional meeting place for Hiyu braves.
J. D. Pratt, and Betty and Claude Johnston had been president of the
club before entering the Navy.
Knecht.
initiated at
John Trouette is acting as chairman New members will be date,
which
Suquamish
on
the
same
officers,
until the election of
and
special matters pertaining to the club will be the ninth anniversary of one
largest clubs.
may be referred to him at EAst 4779. of Seattle College's

Mein and Wales
St.Patrick's Day
Mixer Chairmen

SC Hikers Select
Barrett Johnston
As Club President

GAVEL CLUB TO New Members of
ENTERLINFIELD SC Advisory Board
FORENSIC MEET
Presented to ASSC
members
Today, nearly
of
a dozen
the Gavel Club are participating in
the most important forensic tournament of the Northwest.
After a successful trek to Tacoma
on February 14, the Gavel Club invaded Gonzaga University for a twoday speech tourney held on February
20 and 21. Both events served to
furnish preparation for the Linfield
tournament which will culminate a
thoroughly successful year. The divisions of competition open to those
who journeyed to McMinnville, Ore.,
for the contest on February 26, 27
and 28 are: debates,extemporaneous,
impromptu, oratory,
acting.

At the recent meeting of the ASSC
in the Memorial Gym on Friday,

February 13, the Senior and Fresh-

men Advisory Board members were
sworn into office. Beverly McLuscas,

The staff of the year-book has

been hard at work since October, and
for the past two months has been
working dailyin order to have everything ready for the various deadlines.
The work has been tedious but not

in vain. Since all of this work is voluntarily done, everything done to help
the Aegis is sincerely appreciated.
The staff consists of thirty-six members and is fortunate to have six
members of last year's Aegis with
them. The Aegis staff embodies: Editor, Mike Hoffmann; associate editors: Frank Barrett and Carrie Grif-

fin; business

manager/

John Powers;

advertising manager, Bob Makula, assisted by Bob Breskovich, William
LyeMay, Tom Manley, Bob Nash and
Tom Tangney; copy and rewrite editor, Catherine Gibbons, assisted by
Charles Bricker, Pat Mitchell and Pat
Smith; photograph editor, Frank Barrett, assisted by Bob Makula, and
Lon Brasseau. The artists are: Marie
Bechtold, Jackie Haw, Margaret Miller, Kathleen O'Hogan and Tom
Towey. Faculty editor, Barbara
Klingele,assisted by Barrett Johnson;
class editor, Pat Shock, assisted by
Winnie McCarten, Kathleen Conroy,
Bill Michaels, Phyllismary Young, and
Teresa Ann Myers; organizations editors, Pat Plumb and Mike Schmitt,
assisted by Agnes Remmes; sports
editor, Tom Sheehan; activities editor, Jackie Kneiss, and typists, Jeanne
Kumhera, Betty Lesser, Madeline Me-

Greal and Jean Phelps.
Following is the list of copy contributors to the 1948 Aegis: Bet Abx>tt, Betty Allen, Rita Athan, Leßoy
Blanchette, Mac Claes, Pat Collins,
oe Dehnert, Cal Druxman, Laura
Sllis, Evelyn Ernsdorff, Tony Gibx>ns, Ruth Granger, Dorsey Griffin,
Tom Hall, Tim Ham, Jim Henriot,
Shirley Hollohan, Terry James, Dolly
ohnson, Valeria Kempf,Betty Loner;an, Frank Loonam, Virginia Masart, Jean Marie McAteer, Chris Mclugh, Beverly McLucas, Stan McNaughton, Nancy Moore, Katie Morrison, Lois Murphy, Bill Newton, Ellen Nickerson, Barbara Palmerton,
Dick Read, Dan Riley, John Spellman, John Stanford, Frank Sullivan,
John Toynbee, Francesca Trouette
and Gerri Lee Testu.

chief justice of the judicial board,
conducted the ceremony in which
Marcie Mooney, Senior member, and
Jackie Haw, Jack McMann and Jim
Schutz were admitted to the Board.
A discussion on the Investigation
Committee was held. The purpose of
Father Daniel Reidy, S.J., S.C.s
the committee is to injuire into the
Dean of Music, is under the care of
merits of the student council.
doctors at Providence Hospital. Suffering from a pleurisy attack, Father
will probably be confined to the
hospital for several weeks. While he
is away, Father Small and Father
Corrigan are teaching his classes.
The prayers of the student body are
requested for Father Reidy's quick
recovery.
Due to the withdrawal of Editor
L. John Flood from school, the Spectator has changed editors. Filling the
vacant position will be Margaret
O'Brien, former associate editor for
Mr. Flood.
Bob Barrett (Sophomore— Business
Administration) has been appointed

Fr. Reidy
At Hospital

NEW EDITOR IS
ANNOUNCED BY
Bill
John SpellSC SPECTATOR
Walter
and dramatic

Those who have made the trip are
Gerri Lee Testu, Kathleen Runnels,

John Powers, John Nicholson,
Newton, Tom Beaudet,
Smith,
man, Frank Alishio,
William Reed, Bob Larson, and Marcie Mooney.

IK'S TO NAME

NEW PLEDGES
AT ASSC MEET
The Intercollegiate Knights will

hold a meeting Monday evening,
March 1, at Jack Marilley's home. As
a large number of letters of application were received by aspirants to the
IK's, the letters will have to be processed and considered for the final
choices.
The names of the new pledges to
the IK's will be revealed at the next
A.S.S.C. meeting, which is tentatively scheduled for March 5.

associate

editor.

Fr. Daniel A. Lord
To Speak at Meet
Held in Spokane

The Catholic Youth Conference, to
Lucille Hemnes, advertising manager, be conducted February 28-29 in
are staying with the SPEC in their Spokane by Father Daniel A. Lord,
Bob Nash, business manager, and

regular positions.

S.J., and Father Thomas S. Bowdern,

Barbara Klingele, circulation man- S.J., both of the central office of the
ager, and Christine McHugh, ex- Sodality in St. Louis, Mo., will be a
change editor, will continue in the spiritual leadership school.

The program will include lectures
same capacities.
All those willing to work for the by Father Lord and Father Bowdern
SPECTATOR are invited to partici- on the parish Socialist, the committee
pate in the publication of the college organization of the Sodality, personal
paper.
holiness and apostolic projects.

THE
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Washington Fruit The Common Touch
EMINENT LITERARY FIGURE
—TONY AND CATHERINE GIBBONS
New
Is
Theme
For
the official publication of the Associated Students of Seattle
TO
'SPEC
GIVES
INTERVIEW
Friday,bi-weekly.
published
willbe
the Shriners'
Rosemary Barrett and bunch of College
By CHARLES BRICKER
for
the
May of
In
State
Nile
Club
make
Junior
Country
crisis
Contest
England's
The much-maligned views of
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
which she and Jim Henriot
co-chairmen. caretaker
the

THE SPECTATOR
The Spectator,

College,

on

a

present
of
Frank
pleasantly
O'Brien
British
voice
Mrs.
J. Sheed, All College students are invited to
Margaret
upheld
precise,
by
the
were
Editor
it
interview
Ward,
Bob Barrett perhaps better known as Maisie
as softly dominated an
Associate Editor
participate in a contest sponsored by
Fr. Owen McCusker, S.J. following her lecture here last Monday afternoon: "We ARE in trouble."
Faculty Moderator
the Washington State Fruit Commis"Though Miss Young may have overemphasized the dark side of British sion in behalf of Washington soft
Deslye Layman life nowadays, she told simply whatshe saw," said Mrs. Sheed. She violently fruits— peaches, Bartlett pears, Italian
News Editor
Charles Bricker criticizedDavid Low's recent cartoon lampooning the actress. As exemplified prunes, apricots
Feature Editor
and cherries.
Jta Hughes by this cartoon, his style has degenerated and become "preposterous".
Sports Editor
The first contest, paying $100, $50,
"He is nothing more now than an opogilst for the labor government." and $25 in first, second, and third
Tom Towey
Art Editor
During the war when the Housewives League protested the potato shortage, prizes, requires the contestant to deFrancis
Barrett
Photography
Low treated the situation in a similar manner, acting as if the league had sign a mark or seal which can be
Betty Ann Lonergan created the shortage out of thin air.
stamped on boxes, cans, or printed
ASSC Department
Patricia O'Malley
However, the emergency in Britain will be weathered by the people with on paper wrappers, the message cerMusic Department
the same indomitable spirit with which they survived the war, though "the tifying that the fruit is of approved
DEPARTMENT
BUSINESS
country is going bankrupt".
quality. A rough pen or pencil sketch
Robert Nash
Mrs. Sheed believes that the labor government is doing as well as any only is required.
Business Manager
Lucile Hemnes government could do in the same predicament, but she is not in favor of it
Advertising Manager
The second contest is for a selling
Klingele
the
more
anarchist;
fact,
Barbara
"In
I'm
of
an
against
nor
is
she
it:
somewhat
slogan
to identify one or all five of
Manager
Circulation
Christine McHugh personal freedom the better."
the state soft fruits. The prizes again
Exchange Editor
Churchill, a "magnificently rally point during the war" and a factor in are $100, $50 and $25.
molding the winning British spirit, would, in her opinion, be of little peaceSTAFF
The third contest is for a poster
Mladineo, time value as prime minister.
design which will be used to attract
Reporters Allen, Betty; Anderson, Lois; Ernsdorff, Evelyn;
The remarkable paradox of a king and queen in a socialist governed attention to Washington-grown soft
Tony; Groffin, Dorsey; Remmes, Agnes; Simpson, Lorraine; Smith,
Young,
Tom;McKee,
Louise;
Stapleton,
Mary
is explained by the truly regal selflessness which the royal family fruits
Frohmader,
used in stores, on billboards,
country
Joan!
Patricia;
Phyllis Mary; Ward, Patt; Sherry, Charles; Kneeshaw, David; Liedtke, shared in all Britain's wartime privation. They are the second major factor etc. Sketches may be pencil or pen,
in England's pulling through, said the famous author and publisher.
conforming to a size of 4% inches
Marjorie; Leal, Ben; O'Keefe, Ellen; Gunderson, Dick.
But to us thte twinkle of humor deep in Maisie Ward's grey eyes as she high by B'/4 inches wide. Here, too,
Feature-Hollohan, Shirley; Gibbons, Katie; Gibbons, Tony.
Sports-Druxman, Cal; Gallagher, Sheila; Pain, Jack; Sheehan Tom; Treg- spoke seemed characteristic of the third factor in the miracle of British the prizes are $100, $50 and $25.
survival: the dry and intelligently witty manner in which the English people
The contest closes March 15, 1948.
lown, John.
Circulation-Allen, Betty; Bechtold, Marie; Johnson, Dolly; Knable, Frances; meet every difficulty.
Further details may be had by calling
Klingele,Kay; Lesser, Betty;Nickerson, Ellen.
at the Spec office or writing to WashAdvertising-Kumhera, Jeannie; Muir, Charlotte; Mathenski, Bemadette.
ington State Fruit Commission, 114
Typists-White, Pat; O'Malley, Colleen; Shannon, Lee; Cruickshank, Joanne.
South Second Avenue, Yakima, Wash.
Loretta Young on

-

...

Editorial and business offices are at 10th and Madison Street, Seattle 22,
Washington. Subscription rate, 50c per quarter. Advertising rates, $1.25 per
column inch. Entered as third class matter.

SC COEDS VIEW

FUTURETRENDS
IN 1948 STYLES

Are Students of SC
Lacking Good Manners?

What has happened to the good manners of Seattle College? Have they been submerged to such a depth that the
students fail to recognize them?
The very places that in themselves demand respect are
chapel
the very ones that do not receive RESPECT. The
and the classrooms are two.
The chapel is the House of God! How many realize this?
The presence of God should be sufficient for everyone to
give entire attention. Still, some busy little people cannot
devote one second of complete thought to their God.
posiThe sight of students gracing the chairs in distorted
tions, while an instructor is lecturing, is disgusting; yet, so
prevalent a sight that we almost come to accept and approve.
Personal conversation, that might be postponed until the
conclusion of class, is another tragedy. When a teacher is
consider
forced to interrupt his lecture and ask for silence, wean,
take
examstop
and
themselves
it timely for students to
ination of their conduct.
For an example of behaviour unbecoming to any group of
college students, we refer you to an incident that occurred
"college" stuin the Cave recently. Several of the so-called
pepper
shakers
around
throwing
salt
and
noisily
dents were
attempting
who
were
for
those
general
adding
confusion
and
to eat.Is this exemplary of SC, we ask you?
Perhaps we might recommend such exuberance to the
Audubon Society. This organization is always open to new
members willing to catch wily birds by tossing salt on their
elusive tails.
In the Chieftain, too, we have witnessed other sad-torelate scenes. Lounging all over the place is restful, but for
whom? Evidently some belong in kindergarten where little
children are allowed rest periods between class sessions.
The "chosen ones" should hang their heads in shame. If
we have treaded on some sensitive toes, we hate to admit it,
but we feel like clapping our hands.
Therefore, Seattle College students, we can only suggest
that the neglected manners be taken out of mothballs and
polished up a bit. GOOD MANNERS ARE NEVER OUT
OF PLACE !

At the Colhecon Club meeting on
February 19, two speakers from the

4

Bon Marche gave the womenstudents
a look into future fashions in feminine apparel. Mrs. C. Knaack, assistant buyer in the Yardage Department,

—

It hasn't come to this yet Editoria

Sodalists Corner
By BILL SUVER

Wednesday night's meeting (the (at least) in discussion, retreat and
third of March) will be largely de- development of our spiritual lives.
voted to plans for the Sodality. The This will be a concrete development
last two meetings have seen an intro- that will not only give each of us

duction of the problems of the Sodal- the time and' opportunity but will
provide the incentive of group concentration on the spiritual life of the
Sodality and of the individual.

ity, and the conclusions reached by
the discussion groups will be presented at the coming meeting for a
vote of approvalby the membership.
Among the points discussed, the problem of membership and its requirements occupied the fore. It was generally conceded that more stringent

compliance with the rules of the So-

dality would,ensure an "active" mem-

bership in every sense of the word.
Thus both the present and prospective membership would continue to
develop and promote the Sodality, its
aims and purposes. Certain requirements were decided upon, both for

«

"

»

The little prayer added to each
decade of the Rosary and requested
by Mary at Fatima appears in many
forms. The meaning is essentially
the same but the following translation' is the one we have been using
at the daily decade in the Chapel:
Oh, my Jesus, pardon our sins,
Help save us from the fires of hell,
And relieve the poor souls in
Purgatory,
Particularly the most abandoned.

the acceptance of new members and
the continuation of regular members
iii good standing.
One of the most important and significant recommendations was the
-VIRGINIA MASSART
monthly General Communion. This
Sodality
proposal would have the
The last A.W.S.S.C. meeting was
meet on one Sunday of each month held Tuesday, February 10.
(not in conflict with the HiYu CouThe Valentine card party proved
lees). After Mass and General Communion, we would have breakfast to be very successful, both finantogether and then spend two hours cially and socially. There were over
twenty tables. The association wishes
to thank those Sarazin girls who
helped serve the refreshments and
who aided in the job of cleaning up.
The annual Cotton Ball Tolo was
also discussed at the meeting. This
is a traditional A.W.S.S.C. activity
and will be held on May 1. Committee members and other particAs a convenience to students, the ulars will be announced later. Girls
College library has prepared a selec- interested in working on the comtion of books for Lenten reading. mittees may consult the girl on duty
Embracing a variety of religious top- in the North Lounge in the
Liberal
ics, the books are of interest to both
Arts Building.
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with explanations concerning
quality and care of each.

the

Mary Madelon Fryette, co-ordinadescribed the styles
of today with predictions of future
trends. Miss Fryette urged the women
to "dress to meet a mood"; that is,
"express their personality with
clothes." She spoke of the flexibility
of the designs and that the many
new silhouettes are becoming for
everyone. Predominate in the list of
new fashions will be the shawl, the
cape, the bare midriff, bolero jacket,
unpressed pleats and the tiny knifelike pleat, and tiered skirts
."Utter
femininity" will be the order of the
day. The girls will be wearing as
many as three petticoats and bonnets!
The date for the State Home Economics Club meeting has been designated on March 19 and 20. Sally
Oursler, president of the SC Colhecon
Club, will represent the College in
a debate at the meet which will be
held at the College of Puget Sound
in Tacoma.
tor of fashions,

..

Eberharter Proves
Coed's Column Talents As Chef

Lenten Reading Is
Rain Kills Editorial
Available For All
Originally we had intended to make this a scorching editorial, but since it's such a nice day (even if the rain is comIn College Library
ing down so fast it almost takes your breath away) we
tho#ght we would make a few comments about scenes and
the
people around school that struck us as noteworthy
proving
advantageous
of
the
Silver
Scroll
is
Preview Board
hope the attendance at meetings is more prompt
for all
have you seen
Spring is here at SC
as a direct result
Building?
Springby
the
Arts
the little crocus
Liberal
Johnny
Spellman
and
for
Bob
Larson
time would be ideal
Midquarters are a
to establish an Interdigitation Club
thing of the past and here is a calendar warning us that finals
remember the good old days in
are drawing ever closer
high school when honor students were excused from exams
which is our cue for an excerpt from an old "Northwest
Progress" which stated that Anita Yourglich had won a
and one of the contestants was none
scholarship at SC
Robel
from Snoqualmie High
the deadother than Steve
great
This
eAgis
being
promptness.
the
are
met
with
lines for
who
himhard-working
Hoffmann,
staff
of
Mike
is due to the
self, works until the late hours over the annual of '48
Sure and the St. Pat's Mixer, an annual Junior activity, is
scheduled to bring out all the Irish Gossoons and Lassies
shall we have the Spec printed on green paper to celebrate?
Special attention of all readers is called to the hopes of a
complete Spectator file dating back to the very early issues
so if you who have had brothers and sisters at the College in former years, will get busy, we might be able to set
it up this year
a note of thanks to Rita Horan who very
patiently deals with the Spec phone calls
even when the
and since
number is wrong or there is no number at all
line,
the
end
of
the
its'
time
for
80-30.
this is

displayed different types of material

Catholic and non-Catholic students.

In addition to the standard spiritual
works, many recent additions to the
library are available.
Among the new biographies are
"The Life of Christ," by Zizzami, and
"The Story of Therese Neumann,"
by Schemberg. Other biographies of
saints in the collection include "Mystic in Motley" by Maynard, "Life of
St. Charles Borromeo" by Orsenlso,
'(Theresa Neumann" by Teodorowicz,
and "Katharine Tekawitha-The Lily
of the Mohawks."
Some of the fiction works recommended for Lenten reading are "Callista" by Newman, "Prince of Darkness and Other Stories" by Powers,
"Dust on the King's Highway" by
White, "Now With the Morning
Star" by Kernan, and "This Bread"
by Buchanan.
"The Clean Oblation" by Forrest,
"Whereon To Stand" by Brunini,
"Beyond Personality" by Lewis, and
the "Art of Happy Marriage" by
Magner are a few of the non-fiction
titles of general interest which may
be obtained at the library.

The A.W.S.S.C. constitution will
be revised under the direction of
Chris McHugh. It will be presented
for approval at a later meeting. Because of the small attendance at the
meeting, the publicity committee will
be enlarged and a program committee
will be instituted. These plans are
being made for the benefit of the
women students. They will add further interest to the meetings. Let's
show a little co-operation and have
a much better attendance at the
meetings.

Ceri Kennard has announced that,
due to the small registration, there
will be no swimming classes Winter
quarter. They will be resumed in
the Spring.
Another shower of pebbles and

stones is reported to have fallen in

Central Mexico. The latest theory regarding this phennomena is that
some place near the American border
a determined golfer is trying to get
out of a sand trap.

On Overnite Hike
At a spacious summer lodge near
Gig Harbor the Hiyu Coolees enjoyed
their "Winter Overnight Hike" on
the 13th, 14th, and 15th of February.
Leaving in the Luxury Liner at
two-thirty Friday afternoon, about 30
Hiyus sang their way down to Tacoma and thence across the Narrows
to the Gig Harbor area. On arrival
they found the three-story log structure had already been made shipshape by an advance party, Jack "Red
Dog" Larson, Bob Masefield, Helen
and Rose Klepich, Barbara Ray and
Tom Stapleton.
Jim Schultz' luck had been grand
all day. When he boasted, Saturday
afternoon, that he could beat anybody
at the card game, "Hearts," Ed Beasley, an old Hearts player, thought
he'd see. So he quietly arranged with
half a dozen others who were to
play after dinner to keep passing the
bad cards to Schultz. First man out
of the initial game? Schultz. And,
sad to relate, Beasley was last.
The sleep-dispelling ructions on the
second floor were led by Mary Kendrick. Mary was calling the cattle
home across the Sands of Dee. According to those trying to sleep on
the floor below, the cattle arrived
somewhat noisily and milled around
for several hours.
Barbara Ray and Jackie Haw,
dressed in odds and ends from the
kitchen, made like night club photographer and cigarette girl, respectively.
Memorable events from the hike:
John Roller's solo rendition of his
torch song, "Paper Doll." A few diehardCoolees tramping for miles along
the beach
Joe Eberharter's delicious French toast
Friday and
Saturday nights' singing in front of
the lodge fireplace, in lieu of more
nigged surroundings.

... .. .

to

arrangements

cronies went out to
Prom in
A
met
group at

are
the club door.
In a voice calculated to turn away wrath, Rosemary queried, "Do we
need a union orchestra out here,"
The caretaker regarded her from under lowered brows for a moment,
reached into his pocket, and held something out in his hand. A deputy
sheriff's badge. He 'lowed as how he'd had trouble with union men before
and the only way he'd found to get rid of them was to ask for their
Shrine cards.
The group from the College looked guilty and rifled through their pockets
for elusive Shrine membership cards. No soap. They produced their
Sodality pins.
"Come right in," said the near-sighted caretaker, "Come right in."

That college life is not all fun was brought home to us forcibly in 11:00
1 not long ago. "You have until the 24th of February to get this
paper in," said Miss Anita Yourglich, in a firm, clear voice. "Otherwise
your grade will be an automatic D—
There came a bitter, bitter voice from the back of the room, "That's a
better grade than I've got now!"

Soc.

.

Dr. S. N. Berens, prominent Seattle neuro-surgeon, was guest speaker
at Mendel Club's last meeting. As is his wont, he had some rather gristly
movies of just how the whole thing is "done, accompanied by an informal
running commentary, sometimes scientific, sometimes not so scientific. He
had shown and described a delicate operation in which sutures, retractors,
clamps, and such were employed. Mendelians were taut with suspense.
What would be the great man's next move? "And now, we take out our
tools and go home."

In wandering through the College records with Father Conway we find
that the ground on which our Liberal Arts Bldg. stands was purchased from
the W.C.T.U. in 1893. We've come a long way since then.

It has long been our opinion that the intellectual level of the Spectator

feature page should be raised. One of us has made a big effort in this
direction. Read on:
LINES WRITTEN BY AN ENLISH MAJOR ON VISITING HIS SISTER
TOILING ON THE THIRD FLOOR OF THE SCIENCE BUILDING
Zickery zackery zuckery zabtek
Who would want to be a lab tech
A medico or a veterinarian
At the- price of fumbling with cast-off carrion?
From a nearby shelf the blind worm mocks us
Plus the tunicate and the ainnhioxus.
As we gaze entrancedlike a cataleptic
At bottles with contents vilely septic.
In formaldehyde are these goodies preserved.
And we shower the fates with thanks most fervid
That it's not our lot to explore this pigeon
Laidout as if whacked by the sword of Gidgeon.
Embalmed in the same unsavory liquor
As the embryo and the human ticker,
And many another frightening monester
And Itell you now Iwas never honester
Than in frankly advising the would-be practitioner
To forget this frost and pack up and go fish'in 'er
Something.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Iam a new student at SC this
Winter term and have been very
well-impressedwith the school so far.
Naturally, there are exceptions to
every statement and this is my only
disagreement with the above impression.

The library at SC sounds like a
lounge unless one walks into this
supposed "place of study" in the late
afternoon.
I
am writing this on a typical morning in the "libe" and will not bother
to rewrite this before slipping it
am afraid
under your door, because I
Imight lose courage and not give
it to you at all.
Let me describe this to you:
Two tables away from me are several students who are evidently well
acquainted. I assume this because
there has been a continual buzzing
of conversation for about half-an-hour
now, and Ihave been able to distinguish nearly every word of it. A
girl passed their table a few minutes
ago and when she was about two
tables past them, they called her back
and you know that it wasn't mental
telepathy that brought her back.
Also, at the table across from me,
two students are discussing some mutual problem quite audibly. These
are just two examples.
By some chance, there is no conversation going on at my table right
now. Iguess it's because none of
us are acquainted.
Iknow it's crowded, but is that

excuse?
I've been

any

to two other collegesa large state university and the
other an exclusive girls' school, and
have never witnessed a situation like
this in either one. I've mentioned
this problem to friends of mine who
are college graduates and college
students, and they are usually surprised to hear of it.
Being new here, Ididn't know
where to deliver this, so here you are!
one

-A Student.
(Editor's Note: You are always
welcome to study in theSPEC office.)

Letter to the Editor:
The Forum Club was organized to
promote debating, oratory and forensics among the inexperienced speakers at the College. These students,
after they became proficient, were
to enter the Gavel Club. This was
and is the purpose of the Forum
Club. If theGavel Club in the future
is to uphold the high reputation
which it now has, then the Gavel
Club should support the Forum Club,
instead of attacking it. Many mem-

bers of Govel have helped us and
we express our thanks to them, but
a few individuals prefer to attack us.
We hope to enter intercollegiate
debating for the purpose of gaining
experience, which will in the future
be to the advantage of the Gavel
Club. We are not attacking the Gavel,
nor are werivals. We have the highest
respect for the achievements of the
Gavel Club.
The Forum Club is, however, an
independent organization and while
we hope to work alongside of Gavel
for our mutual aid and that of the
school, we are not subservient to the
Gavel Club.
—Dick Wright, president.

Culture to Come to Cave
We realize that those who oppose
the latest grandiose improvement to
the Cavern will never muster the
economic force required for effective
action in this couritry. However, as
a small concession to wounded sensitives, wepropose that for one whole
day in Lent the juke box play nothing
but records made by the Budapest
String Quartette.
—A Group of 52 Students.
(Editor's note): Pleasejjpfer to Stu-

dents Speak!

NOTICE!
A class in Latin for beginners
will be offered during the Spring
Quarter at 12:10 Monday through
Friday.

CUPPER SERVICE
Across the Street from School
QUALITY PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS

By-the-Hill

GIFT -SHOP
Cards

Distinctive Gifts

Greeting

Infants' Shop
1008 TERRY AYE.

Club Cleaners
. Repairs
Alterations
Corner of Sth and Pike
Kljot 7021

Norm Willis (4)

Bob Hedequist (22)

Karl Spangler (24)
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CHIEFTAINS IN GEAR
By JIM HUGHES

AMERICANS BEATEN AT OWN GAME
Although it took a stateside product (Art Gallon,
Hawaii coach) to show them the fundamentals of the game,
the Hawaii lads proved to the basketball-originating Westerners how fast they can learn.

In spite of the island invaders' lack of weight, University of Hawaii
players took the ball away from the SC Chieftains throughout Saturday
night's game and played ball like a bunch of professionals of the Harlem
Globe Trotter class.
Praise should be given our team for chasing them right up to the
final buzz that ended the game. Sportswriters agreed that the Chiefs
couldn't Wjml' done a better job than they did last Saturday night.

The Seattle Chiefs had to come
from behind last Tuesday to beat the
Western Washington Vikings in a
close 69-64 victory that was highlighted by a wise freezing of the ball
during the closing minutes of the
contest.

The local five spotted their oplead during the
first half, which ended with the

tion is thatPortland University won 76-35, which doesn't help the double
team theory.

"

MORE OF THIS
Former Ballard and Lincoln students now enrolled at
Seattle College almost had a chance to see their old alma
maters stage a playoff for the right to meet Garfield March
2 in our own Memorial Gym.
Leon Brigham had the game scheduled for Wednesday but switched
the Queen Anne-Franklin game to Wednesday due to Lincoln's surprise
loss. However, Garfield High had a few drills in our gym during the first
of the week and the prep cagers had nothing,but praise for state's No.
1 basketball floor.
The SC gym has focused the College in the public eye more than
any club or activity on the campus. With pro, city and Northwest league
games played during this last season, uninformed persons are no longer
asking where Seattle College is located. They're beginning to realize
that ours is the state's third largest institution of higher learning.

"

MAYBE NEXT YEAR
"Lew Hirt, basketball coach at Xavier University, lost
18 out of 25 games last year in his first season as head
coach of the "Muskies" from Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

But the Blue Battlers came back this year, under Lew's direction, to
win 11 (latest figures) straight from maple court powers like Loyola of
Chicago, Bowling Green, Ohio University, Detroit and other top teams.
Xavier U.s record could easily be compared with our present seven
wins out of 24 games. Len's boys might have something of that nature
in store for next year.
Remember, winning teams aren't built in a year!

Chieftains closing the gap at halftime, 35-33.
The second half saw the Yandlemen overcome WWC's slim fourpoint lead momentarily until Joe
Green, Vikingguard, smashed through
Yandle's defense for a couple of layins which put the Norse invaders
temporarily ahead by 4 points.
Norm Willis and Earl Spangler led
the S.C. attack with 20 points each,
while Jerry Starr was high for the
Vik's. Big 6-foot-5-inch Dave Blakley and Elmer Speideldisplayed some
flashy floor play combined with clever dribbling that set up the Chiefs'
winning baskets .during the closing
minutes of the game.
Seattle College Westn. Wash. Col.
(18 Starr
Hedequist (5) F
(11) Peterson
Spangler (20)
F
(13) Zurline
Blakley (8)
C
(10) Green
Speidel (8)
G
Willis (20) , V,G „._ (10) Ross
S.C. Substitutions-King (6), Harming (2), Cummins. W.W.C.-Scott
(2), Oswald, Whitney, Slovek.

MONROE IN WIN
IN STEVENS "B"

INDIAN LORE

...

WINCO LEAGUE
ENDS AFTER
NEXT OUARTER

...

Harry Kahuanui, husky Hawaiian center, is having a little trouble with

the stateside Seattle College Chieftains, but Hawaii won handily 47-34.

JACK PAIN
Spectacular floor work coupled with accurate shooting
gave the colorful University of Hawaii Rainbows a 47-34
victory over the local talent in Memorial Gym last Saturday
night. Showing no effect of their 2000-mile trip, the Hawaiians put on a show of basketball skill comparable with that
Globetrotters.
of the world-famous
*-"■"
i
First half action ended with the
visitors leading, 17-15, and the crowd
By

■

of 1,000 just a bit disappointed with
the somewhat sloppy play.
With the score 21-20 early In the
second half, the boys from the Land
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"Swede" Yandel.
Tonight's game

marks the renewal

YAKIMA, Feb. 19.—(Special to SC Spectator) — The

A couple of the city high schools' leading
NOTE: Athletic Dept.
casaba scorers have been in attendance at the last few SC contests and
Have you noticd that the siren
seem quite interested in the College
Did someone say St.
in the gym has been replaced by a buzzer?
Martin's was about to give up football? Their recent two-game series
(1948-49) with Chico State (Calif.) doesn't sound as if the Rangers are
Highlight of the crowd pleasing
up-and-coming
Chico
State
is
was
the dribgrid
half,
however,
up
sport.
the
another
giving
second
One
school that could be compared with our San Jose State friends.
bling of Robert Kau, believed to be
thing is certain, after last Saturday's Hawaii game-the Islanders lived
the fanciest dribbler ever to be seen
up to all the colorful advance publicity that is the down fall of most
in this town. Five foot six Bobby
was the master of the situation. He
Harry Kahuanui, U. of H. center, is one of the best we have
teams
seen this season.
I* wonder if the parochial high schools will play
dribbled the ball behind his back,
their football games on Sunday because of the recent move by public
bounced the ball between his legs,
high school oficials to take both Friday and
and even between the legs of the
Saturday nights
4 Roses to Cal DruxChieftain guard.
bewildered
MONROE
JIM
man, press agent and member of the SC
SC skier
The Maroon and White, despite
ski team, will be leaving school next quardefensive work and a valaggressive
Jim Monroe, the youngest member
ter. Cal has done more to organize our
drive by Jim Hermiant
last-minute
team,
roared
young champions than any other ski sup- of the Chieftain ski
Rusty King, never were a
and
sen
nearly-mile
over
the
downhill
course
efforts,
apreciated
Cal,
your
porter. SC
threat to the Hawaiians' 22and we wish you the best of luck in your two weeks ago to cop the Stevens serious
streak.
winning
game
Monroe,
Standard
B
race.
an
Class
Evidence that skiing has
new venture.
Hawaiii (47)
paid off in its two years' growth is the fact 18-year-old freckle-facedblonde, hails Seattle C. (34)
is
that more trophies have been collected by from Wenatchee High School and
(7) Wong
F
Blakely(6)
Cal Druxman
the skiiers in two seasons than all the a freshman at the College this year. Hedewuist(6)
(4) Haake
F
Less than ten seconds behind his
. Jack Anderson, player-coach of the cellar(12) Kahuanui
(4)
other sports combined.
C
Leland Crabtree placed Spangler
teammate,
(1) Kau
dwelling Corkers (Intramural League) contests last week's 27-25 defeat
G
(2)
Speidel
second, while Capt. Paul Pieper came
(7)Loui
at the hands of the Clowns, and demands that it be played over. Anderson
G
(2)
Cummins
in fifth. In the women's Class C,
claims that his team played a group of ex-ODea men and the addition
(6) Malama
Abrams took third place honors. Willis (0)
Molly
red-headed
(another
grad)
gave
Hedequist
ODea
the
of Referee Bob
(6) Mamiya
(4)
Monroe, Crabtree and Pieper will Hermsen
There is
Dane's team an unfair handicap. Jack is from Seattle Prep.
(4) Young
(6)
King
joined
Tangney
and Scott
by Jack
be
a rumor that the view-blocking posts (in the gym) will be replaced by Smith,
Sunday, in the Pengin Giant Rose (2)
It will be a big improvement, if true
steel supports this summer.
Harming (0)
team race at Stevens Pass.
Slalom
sorry
gym
they
to
moved from our
The Seattle Athletics are certainly
Recent ski casualty statistics list
the "no-bounce" Armory floor.
WWC
of Olson, Hermsen and Jensen, hoopsters extraordinary, are being watched
4,440 skiers as injured on thenation's slopes during last season.
The Bellarit
major
sport
making
activity.
closely by several top Washington and Oregon colleges.
schuss
a
sport
by
intends to build the
The plane
Jimmy.
of
SC's
should,
too.
mine Hermsen, by the way, is a cousin
The way our snowburners have been winning cups, maybe we
"all-around-transported
the
most
for
Chiefs
editor,
College
Spokane
blasts
certain
to
of
the
made
them
trip
Bob Aigner, St. Martin's sports
a
Northwest team as they have traveled by train, plane,bus, auto and boat.
the poor sportsmanship displayed in a recent Olympia contest. And adds
Sports and
That
I
heard
it.
way
isn't the
Be sure to tell your friends about the Seattle Times
that the reffing was fair on both sides.
Pitcher
John Gorsica,
Vacation Show scheduled for March 12-21.
last year's blitz by the Washington Huskies baseball team is one reason
help to the
a
real
leaguer,
looks
like
The
feature
new
Rainier
and
veteran
American
McLarneymen
in basketball.
sad
why SC doesn't play the
they hope
pitcher
if
local nine, but Jo-Jo's Joes will need more than one
of the second UW-SC game was the infield blowup when everybody
happened
what
to
this
I
wonder
out
of
the
basement
(we
year.
game
grounder.
The Chiefs had the
to climb
bobbled Boody Gilbertson's
Johnny
Mr. Larry Hightower of the Ellensburg wheelbarrow fame?
thought) when they blasted Max Soriano for five runs in the first inning.
Downs, six foot five inch center from the 1937-38 basketball quintet,
Basketball men to turn baseball-minded in the next few weeks are
Hedequist,
Bob
Rose
Harming,
Smith,
finally made Mcd school, after being re-routed quite a few years by
Spiedel,
Bill
Harold
Elmer
Romie
(USF), will also
Tony
Mladineo,
Uncle Sam.
and Jim Hermsen from the varsity. Frosh men will include
John Sollars, a transfer from California
Idaho
seems
to be doing
squad.
out
for
next
casaba
give
quite
year's
Al
Kidd
and
Theros.
This
Coach
Yandle
turn
Powell,
Perry
Al
will
guard
big
Phoenix,
of
but
Vandal
It looks like our clever
better without the services
"Jock"
a bit to start with, plus last year's returnees.
Phoenix
have
made
the
difference
Brimhall
confessed
that
would
caught
with
women's
Preston
again—
on
this time
the
school sports nickname has
Bellarmine High's trio
in the last few contests.
intramural basketball team, the "Chiefettes".

.. . . . .

Seattle College's Chieftains bid farewell to the 1947-48
basketball season tonight when they meet the Portland Pilots
here in the Memorial Gymnasium. The Yandlemen fell victims
to Portland earlier in the season when the Pilots licked the
Chiefs on the former's home stamping grounds twice in a
row, but Coach Yandle is sure that his charges will give
the Oregonians a run for their money.
Coach Mush Torson's Pilots roll

of Leis andGuitars turned into a virtual basketball dynamo as plays began
to click, long shots swished the twine,
and their defense tightened. Harry
Kahuanui, Rainbow center and high
point man with 12 total, was the
backbone of the plays, while Richard
Mamiya hit more than his percentage
of shots from outside the keyhole.

"

Chieftains Close Casaba Season With
Portland Series Tonight and Saturday

into town on the crest of a semi- slick guards, and a rangy center in
successful season and are itching to Jack Winters, a freshman from Portmake a clean sweep over the home land.
The Seattle Collegians, closing the
town boys. Boasting such stellar performers as Grosjaques, Devich and book on the current season, will have
"Happy" Lee, the mighty mite of the the team at full strength for tonight's
Portland U. squad, the Pilots have contest, with the veteran Earl Spanga high-scoring outfit, with a pair of ler expected to start at center, Willis
and Speidel at the guards, and Dave
Blakely at one of the forwards. The
questionmark is hung on the other
forward spot, because of the frequent
changes of the regulars by Coach

ponents a nine-point

"

NEW BASKETBALL THEORY
A unique experiment took place recently in a Portland
University-Whitman basketball game. The Missionaries
sent in an entire new team against the Portland aggregation every three or four minutes.
This trial, in basketball, couldbe compared to the footballteams' use
of the free substitution rule. The only trouble with the basketball innova-

"Rusty" King (20)

FOR FINAL GAMES

LEONARD YANDLE
Head Coach

SHIEFSSTALL ISLANDERS COOL CHIEFTAINS
TO WIN 69-64
IN ONLY SEATTLE SHOWING

BRAVE TALK

Romie Harming (13)

Elmer Speidel (11)

Harold Rose (15)

Dave Blakley (9)

...

...

ChiefQuint
Defeated by

5 Whiz Kids
SPOKANE, Feb. 16.
Gonzaga
University closed its better-thanaverage basketball campaign at the
expense of the Seattle College Chieftains by a 72-49 scalping win.
Forward Rich Evans led the winners with 26 game-winning points
against the loser's center, Dave Blakley, who dumped 17 points through
the loop. Six-foot-five-inch Blakley
who usually plays forward for the
Seattle boys, showedhis versatility by
tarting at the center post. Highscoring Earl Spangler was held down
to a three-point

total.

Norm Willis,

SC guard, who made 12 points,
checked the Zag's ace, Jim Presley,
to a low five-point total.
The two teams who met earlier in
the season displayed what happens
when two hot and cold teams meet.
The Bulldogs, who were "on", hit
over fifty percent of their shots
against the cold Seattle outfit, who
almost beat Gonzaga in the first tilt
of the two-game series.
Seattle College
Gonzaga U.
F
(3) Spangler
Brash (9)
(5) Hedequist
Evans (26)
F
(17) Blakley
Waltetr
(0) Spiedel
G
Presley
(12) Willis
Curran
G

BEASLEY SAYS
The Oregon hoopsters of "Honest
earnest
John" Warren are making an
and persevering attempt to foul themselves right out of the conference
race. It will perhaps be recalled that
in an early season game at Eugene
the Ducks and Huskies established
an all-time record for the number of
infractions. The Huskies have since
mended their ways but Oregon goes
merrily on its slashing spree, apparently under the impression that an
opponent can't score if he is being
clubbed about the ears. The Ducks
recently gave a remarkable exhibition
of this rugged defense when they
checked and double-checked O.S.C.
to a mere 10 field goals in comparison to 18 by Oregon. However, the
weary O.S.C. battlers had enough
vitality left to lurch to the foul line
to convert 30 free tosses. We may
rightly feel a bit of concern for this
grand game when, as happened in
this fray, more points are scored from
the foul line than from scrimmage.
(Continued on Pag-e Four)

newly organized Evergreen
League will go into action
next October when the fall
football schedule opens.
The present Winco League will
end at the close of Spring quarter,
with all of its members joining the
new intercollegiate athletic circuit
along with College of Puget Sound,
a member of the N.W. Conference.
The three independent schools, Seattle College, Gonzaga, and Seattle
Pacific, will not join the league at
present but if any one of the three
schools decided to field a football
team they would be immediately
accepted.
Whitman, also a member of the

Northwest Conference and located in
the state of Washington, was invited
but did not attend the meeting.
The Evergreen Intercollegiate Conference roster includes St. Martin's,
College of Puget Sound, Pacific Lutheran, Whitworth, Eastern, Central
and Western Washington Colleges.
Formation of the circuit does not
prohibit members from scheduling
games with nonconference teams
under certain conditions, officials said.

JOE DEVICH
Portland Guard
of an old Northwest rivalry, which
has seen many hotly contested games
with the two teams breaking just
about even over a period of many

years.
At the present writing Earl Spangleading the Chieftain scorers
with an average of about 12 points,
closely followed by the team's giant
Dave Blakely, and Norm Willis.
Tonight's game will start at 8:00
at the S.C. Memorial Gym.

ler is

NOTES
INTRAMURAL SHEILA
GALLAGHER I
TOM SHEEHAN
Women's Sports
Men's Sports
Championship Came Tonight 6:30
Probable starting lineups:

Thunderbirds
Vena
Davidson
Smith
Miller (Capt.)

Clowns

Flynn

F
F

Ullrich (Capt.)
C
McNeil
Boyd
G
G
Galbraith
Lang
The casaba intramurals finished
their regular league schedule last
Wednesday with Vie Ullrich's Clowns
winning the "A" division crown and
Roman Miller's Thunderbirds copping
the "A" section championship.
The Thunderbirds were pressed to
their utmost last week as they tangled
with Don Williams' high scoring
Rockets. Both teams went into the
fray undefeated, with the championship of the league awaiting the winner
of the contest. The game itself was
one of the best of the intramural
season. Both Bob Mclver leading the
way, the Rockets took an early lead
and maintained it throughout most of
the game. However, with HowieLung
potting his long howitzers consistently, and also settling down the starstudded Thunderbirds, Miller's team
pulled out a last-minute 33-31 victory. Lang led the winners with 12
points, while Mclver paced the losers
with ten.
In the "A" league, the high-flying
Clowns were given a severe scare in
their season's finale. Jack Anderson's
Corkers seemed determined to drop
the league leaders, but a bucket with
15 seconds to go icedthe gamefor the
Clowns and assured them of a berth
in tonight's championship game, preliminary to the Portland UniversitySeattle College varsity contest.
This afternoon at 1:30 the third
and fourth place positions will be

-

(Continued on

Page Four)

LEAGUE STANDING
W L PF PA
Miss Fits
2 0 22 13
2 1 46 37
Cheifettes
Rovers
1 1 18 13
Rickets
1 1 32 23
0 3 24 56
Blue Jeans
The Miss Fits who cling to the top
of the league ladder, enjoy only a
'/4-game advantage over the second
place Chiefettes. Both of these teams
are threatened by the third place
teams, the tied Rovers and Rickets,
either of whomcouldthrow the league
into a three or four-way tie with a
pair of wins each.
Nothing seems to have been decided as yet, except the fate of the
lowly Blue Jeans who seem to have
the league cellar within their grasp.
This Thursday, however, means
much to the Miss Fits as they may
receive an upset from the up-andcoming Rickets, as practice improves.
Too, the Rovers may come out on
the winning end of a hard-fought
battle, by a few baskets. The Blue
Jeans drawing the bye for this week
may still see a victory in the last
week of play.
Watching Norm Willis .better
known to everyone as "Becky" Roberts, make that speed down the floor
to the other end and make the basket
was quite humorous, although not
quite as much so as seeing Elmer
Speidel,or should Isay Joanne Chrischank make her foul shot by using
a chair. Ellen Mickerson as Earl
Spangler certainly showedher ability
as center, as she had the whole game
planned out, such as to whom the
ball would go to first. Chris McHugh
or Bob Hedequist, making his foul
(Continued on Page Four)
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SPECTATOR

SC HOST TO SPEAKERS
Forum Club to Sponsor
M-V-C-S-B
Oratory
Contest at SIDELIGHTS
P.-1.
—BEN LEAL
Seattle College\Mar.\22
On March 22, the eliminations for the Post-Intelligencer
Benjamin Franklin Oratorical Contest will be held at Seattle College. In past years the College has been well represented. Last year Roscoe Balch was the Washington State
representative in the Pacific Coast zone finals at Oakland.
We hope that this year we will be
as well represented. The speeches
must not exceed six minutes in length,
must be original, and must be delivered without reference to notes. All
those who are interested in entering
this contest will please notify either
Father Wharton, Dick Wright, or
Chris McHugh.
There are many points from which
to attack this subject. Franklin was
a great humanitarian, a prolific inventor, a renowned sage and humorist, a scientist, philosopher and
diplomat. As you can see, the subject is very board.

THE RULES OF THE CONTEST:
1. The subject is "Benjamin Frank-

lin, Patriot and Statesman."

2. Orations must be original, and
delivered without reference

must be
to notes.

3. Orations are limited to six minutes' delivery time.
4. All regularly enrolled high
school,collegeand university students
(except postgraduate students) are eligible to participate.
5. Each participating school will
be represented in the contest by one
orator. Each school will make its
own selection of the student to represent it. This may be done in any
desired manner, but usuallyis accomplished through intramural competition, the school selecting its own
judges and following its preferred

procedure.
6. Each school must notify the
Oratorical Competition Director, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, of the name
of its entrant as soon as the selection
has been made. Deadline for receipt
of these names of entrants is March
31, 1948.

7. Students chosen to represent
their schools must be able and willing
to make the trip, with all travel expenses paid, to the Pacific Coast
Zone Finals in Oakland, Calif., and
the National Finals in Chicago, if
chosen to do so.
8. Each inter-school event (divisional and state contests) will be conducted with an impartial chairman
and judges.
9. Employees and relatives of employees of Hearst newspapers and
winners of grand national prizes in
past Hearst newspapers' oratorical
contests are not eligible to compete.
10. Decisions of the judges in all
contest events shall be final.
The prizes beingoffered are: Win-

ner of first place, college division
(public, private and parochialcolleges
anduniversities anywhere in the state
of Washington), $100 U. S. Savings
Bond and gold medal. In addition
his school will be given $50 cash for
its library.
Winner of second place, $25 U. S.
Savings Bond and silver medal.
Winner of third place, bronze
medal.

The first place winner will, in
addition, receive a free trip to Oakland,Calif., to compete in the Pacific
Coast Zone Finals on May 7, 1948.

The finals here at the College will
be held Friday evening, March 26.
The general public is welcome.

It's Red Cross time! In-

Student Observer
from Page One}
Yu Coolee took top billing in
(Continued

Hi

census, while Gavel, Commerce, Mendel and Silver Scroll were

Moffatt's

the other leaders.
And so, bewildered reader, now
that we understand the underlying
spirit of the "Three Schools," in future (editor permitting) S. O.s, yours
truly will attempt to analyze the
present condition of some of the controversies that have united (and divided) Seattle College in the last few
years.
We are in School No. 3 and with
the returning spirit of friendlinessand
willingness, we must see clearly the
issues that confront us before progress
can continue.

BEASLEY SAYS
(Continued from Page Three)

As had been anticipated, none of
the independent colleges (Gonzaga,
S.P.C., S.C.) joined the newly formed
Evergreen League. There was one
beneficial result fro mthe presence
of delegates reprsenting these colleges
—retaining the status quo so that
Evergreen teams may schedule the
independents as in the past. This
was a point of minor concern to Gonzaga which is situated in a territory
which has such teams as W.S.C.,
Idaho and Montana. More directly
concerned were S.P.C. and S.C.,
which for years have enjoyed athletic
relations with the small colleges of
this vicinity which now comprise the
new league.
We anticipate that, despite die decision at the Yakima conference our
competition with the new league will
play a very minor part in our schedule making.
Since S.C. relinquished its place
in the Winco League, relations between it and the league members in
general have not been very cordial.
The latter seem to feel that we have
not done the sporting thing in not
stringing along with them in the matter of football. Situated as they are,
out in the open spaces, they reckon
in acres where we have to figure in
lots. They can open a field for a
gridiron while we are hemmed in by
arterials busily humming. But that
football questionis an old story which
we do not .intend to reopen. Suffice
to say that, with one or two exceptions, these former cronies are very
reluctant to schedule S.C. in any
sport. Hence the challenge before
us— to measure up to stronger competition from more distant places or
descend to J.V. caliber. There seems
to be no alternative.
Random Shots: Joan McKee complained that she missed most of the
action of the Hawaii game. Referee
Ed Logan was standing in front of
her almost the entire game
One
result of the Yakima presentation of
"Pinafore" will likely be the registration of a prominent Yakima basketball star at S.C. When he attended
the operetta he became very much
interested in our athletic program
A local writer achieved the height
of laconic style when he commented
on the expert dribbling of the little
Hawaiian guard and secondly, the
Queen Anne-Franklin game, without
mentioning the local of these events.
He richly deserves the "Salute of the
Week."

. ..

...

spired by these simple
words, people all over the
nation are rallying to the
cause of the American Red
Cross !All are aware of the
tremendous good that this
organization is doing for
humanity. We of Seattle
College canbe apart of this
(Continued from Page Three)
united effort to aid our felthen,
feeling so bad about it,
lowmen! Let this phrase and
hung his head in shame. The expert
remind you:
dribbler, Dave Blakely, was exhibited
"IT'S RED CROSS TIME quite well by "Terry" McKee.
—GIVE!"
Yesl Those manly-women looked
quite good as they portrayed their

Women's Sports

This is a new series of writings
on our students residing at Vets'
Hall. The purpose of this is to
provide a better knowledge for
S.C. of the prominent students
among the veterans.
"WHO'S WHO IN VETS' HALL"
This week we present Tom Beaudel, a 21-year-old senior, who was
born in St. Louis, Missouri. Tom
has spent a lot of time traveling and
residing in distant places. When he
was still very young he moved to
Vancouver, Canada. There he grew
up rnd pursuedhigher learning at the
Duke of Cotinaught High School until
1943.
He played on the high school basketball team which captured the provincial title in 1943. He was also
an active participant on the badminton team. While applying manyhours
of energy to the sports world— Tom
was also the student body president
in his last year.
In October, 1944, he enlisted in
the U. S. Army at Fort Lewis, Washington. He took his basic training
in California and soon afterwards
shipped out to Hawaii, Saipan, and
Okinawa. "
He became a student of S.C. in the
Spring of 1946 and buckled down to
a major course in Economics, with
Law as his objective. Tom made a
stage appearance in "Out of the
Frying Pan," a comedy produced by
the Drama Guild. He is an active
member of the Gavel Club and will
participate this week end at the Linfield College tournament at McMinnville, Oregon. Last year he played
in the intramural basketball championship team at S.C.
Tom is a graduating senior this
year and was recently chosen as a
pledge to the Alpha Sigma Nu honorary and was nominated to the
"Who's Who Among Students."

CAMPION

...

ger peachy!

Thesis Typing
a Specialty
30 Cents a Page

General Typing
900 Words, or Seven Pages
$1.00
MICHAEL P. SCHULLER

Friar Tintintabcllum has volunteered his services as ringer of the
chimes whileFather Reidy is in the hospital. The little friar, who lias
never been seen by SC students, resides in the upper portions of the
Tower, the very tip-top.

LET'S SCHUSS IT

in the Class C men's of over 120

percent

or one-half of the meets.

contestants.

This second place gives Miss
Schwaegler her 12 points to enter
Class B, having one first, one fourth,

This week end will find the Pen-

VETERANS!
Congress has recently passed a
just been signed by
President Truman increasing al-

bill that has

lowance for all full-time student
veterans. The increased allowance
will give $75 per month to vet-

erans without dependants, $105
per month to veterans with one
dependent, and $125 to veterans
with more than one dependent.

guin SkiClub again sponsoring a giant

"

..

-

-

KEnwood 4077

A BARGAIN!

Genuine Leather
School Binders
3 Rings with Zipper

Terry Ave.Cown Shop

Foster Pen Shop

NEW TAFFETA PETTICOATS

Ma. 7228

M. L.McKee
Jeannette Gunderson and Bob

Applegate were married in the West

Seattle Christian Church on Friday
evening, February 6. The couple formerly attended the College. Bob was
advertising manager for the Spectator
last year. They are now residing in
Seattle, where he is head of an advertising agency.

0

Fourth Aye.

1410
ELiot 7034

0

" " "

News Flash!
All veterans who have subsistence inquiries should report to
406 Buhr Hall on Monday,March
8, between the hours of 8 to 12
a.m.

PEANUTS POPCORN
CANDY
"Johnny the Popcorn Man"
At the Corner of the College

SHORT ORDERS

HAMBURGERS

CHIEFTAIN FOUNTAIN
-

Special

0

March 3 is the date set for the
marriage of Rosetta Hewitt to James
Turtle, Jr. The ceremony will be
ers playoff game.
performed
in the West Seattle ChrisCaptain
Little
Piro of the Swishers
walked off with individual scoring tian Church. The bride-elect is a
honors this season by scoring 88 graduate of Providence Hospital
points in seven games. Gordy David- school of nursing and her fiance is
son, of the Thunderbirds, followed now attending the University.
him closely with 86 points in six
At a recent afternoon cocktail
games. Frank Vena, also of the Thunderbirds, was third with 77 points in party, Beverly Bell revealed her engagement to Liberino Rufurolo.■She
seven games.
formerly attended the College and
The next seven high men were:
Maske, Ball Hawks
70 he is a University graduate. The
Vaughn, A.E.D
65 wedding is planned for this summer.
61
Flynn, Clowns
ShirlE. Raeder has announced her
Jasperse, Vets
60
Wing, Hot Shots
57 engagement to Robert Charles Lin56 burgh. Shirl attended the University
McCarthy, Corkers
Uhrich, Clowns
51 and Bob is now a senior at Seattle
Following are the season's final College.
0
0
0
standings and statistics:
student,
Another
former
Barbara
"B" LEAGUE
0 Gene Bishop, is planning an early
Thunderbirds
7
Rockets
6
1 spring wedding to Donald Kenneth
1
Swishers
5
2 Peters. The ceremony will be per4
Hot Shots
3 tormed on March 20.
000
McHugh
4
3
An early fall wedding is planned
Ball Hawks
2
5
Bonnie Jane Beezer t.> David J.
by
6
A.E.D
1
Corby, Jr. She is a graduate of the
"A" LEAGUE
0 College and he is now attending S.C.
7
Clowns
5
Corkers
2
Bells
5
2 FOR AUTO REPAIRS
4
3
Vets
SOUND AUTOMOTIVE
4
Smith Hall
3
SERVICE
3
4
Wrecks
1108 MADISON COURT
1
Rangers
6
Specializing in Cadillac,LaSalle
Specs
0
7
and General Repairs

1104 BROADWAY

—at

1006 Madison

By E. Ernsdorff and

Men's Sports

CLASSIFIED
- —

$6.95

Specialty of the Week

WEDDINGS

By CAL DRUXMAN
MORE TROPHIES ADDED
Jack Kocnig, Dick Kavet, Scott Smith,
Last week end two more members Leland Crabtree and Jack Tangney
of the Chieftain ski team raced down sporting them around. Two other
a course fast enough to take second award winners from last year's squad
and third places in the PortlandUni- who are not in school any longer are
versity Giant Slalom at Mt. Hood. Mcl Nelson and Lauren Ban-on. The
(Continued from Page Three)
The second place was made by Vir- qualifications for a letter are that a
ginia Schwaegler in the women's Class man must either win first place in a decided, whenDon Williams' Rockets
C, while Whalan Burke came in third meet, or else place in the upper fifty face die winner of the Bells vs. Cork-

"What is the outstanding contribuslalom from the top of the barrier tion that chemistry has given to the
at Stevens Pass t6 the bottom. The world?"
five-man team entering from the Col"Blondes!"
lege willprobablyinclude Capt. Piepcr, Scott Smith, Jim Monroe, Jack
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Tangney and LelandCrabtree.
Applicants are asked to notify
the
office if the position is acLETTER AWARDS
Last year's ski team letters have cepted when they are sent out on
finally come through, and as soon as a job. Positions are scarce and
the sweaters are made you will see failure to report back may mean
the loss of a job to another applicant.
We would appreciate your
SEATTLE COLLEGE FRESHMAN BASKETBALL
co-operationon this.
1947 and 1948
Thank you.
R. C. PRENEVOST,
Player
G. F.C. F.T. F.T.M. P.F. T.P«
Employment Manager.
175
Whittaker, Jim
19
67
41
47
33
Kidd, Alan
16
48
17
13
30
113
47
17
20
43
111
Peterson, Dean
20
Mladineo,Antone
15
20
39
98
39
9
Hermsen, Jim
9
36
12
7
20
84 PART TIME MALE ENGINEER
15
55
Powell, Al
12
20
10
21
wanted sth Grade License reWhittaker, Louis
17
9
6
14
20
24
quired. Operate boiler in Apt.
4
Redifer, Tom
6
10
3
10
23
house. Pay: $90.00 per month. Re10
2.4
8
22
Mclver, Bob
6
quires 2 hrs. approximately a day.
11
6
8
23
Walters, Joe
10
1
5
Theros, Perry
12
8
7
18
21 MALE JANITOR Central business
district. Hours: 4:30 to 7:30 p.m.,
3
6
Uhrick, Vie
6
4
7
18
Monday through Friday, 9:00 to
McNeil, BUI
3
6
4
4
5
16
1:00 p.m. Saturday. Pay $1.05 per
4
Rose,Harold
1
7
7
0
15
hour.
Sepich,Bob
3
6
3
9
2
15
Weiss, Dick
4
4
13
4
9
ROOM FOR RENT MEN
Sharpe, Cliff
2
4
0
10
8
Grace, Dan
2
110
1
3 SINGLE beds, large work table, boy's
kitchen with private food lockers.
Twohy, Steve
2
0
0
11
0
Double, $20; Single, $30. Ravenna
Logg, Stan
10
0
0
4
0
Bus at door. Ye. 7194, 5526 19th
:
Moore, John
2
2
2
0
2
6
Aye. N.E.

New Spring— Outfits
We Cater to Personal Selections

and

0
0
0
Lewis Emerson (Senior-Phil.): The
juke box is an excellent idea.
St. Theresa's Church was the scene
Irene Turgeon (Soph.-Soc): Iam of the marriage of Kay Aust and Jack
beginning to feel like a four-leaf Gardner on January 31. The groom
clover.
is now attending the College.
0
0
0
Gene Smiley (Frosh-Soc): More
jivey tunes early in the morning
O'Neill,
and Barbara
Jr.,
Robert
'ovouty.'
Pettinger recently exchanged wedElizabeth Iruli(Junior-Educ): Man- ding vows in St. Patrick's Church.
ifestations of the cultural vacuum of He is a graduate of S.C. and she,
our time.
of Holy Names Acaderfljr.
0
0
0
Joe Tharalson (Soph.-Lit): The
lyrics are lousy!
At a Valentine supper, Roseann
Romie Harming (Soph.-Soc): An Cassidy announced her engagement to
aid to group advancement.
Roy Clinton McClure. Both are stuBeverly Judd (Junior-Diet.): Someat the College. No date has
thing new is always good. As for dents
been set for the wedding.
music, itis lifting and enjoyable from
0
0
0
the previous period of lecture.
Another
recent
engagement
was
Rudolph Mate (Junior-A.W.S.S.C):
Say, bo! C'est beau? C'est magni- that of Lucille Johnson to Noel (Bud)
Johnson. They are both sophomores
fique!
here, and plan a late summer wed(Frosh-Soc):
Vie Trouette
Ithink
ding.
it is very fine, except it ought to be
0
0
0
people
toned downso
can hear themMarilyn
Miss
Pierson
announced
selves speak.
her engagement to Dirk Eisinga, at
a recent tea. She was a former student and he is now studying at Stanford University.

1

ability in imitating the first team,
between the half at the game with the
W.W.C.E. Tuesday evening.

ENGAGEMENTS

...

"

The following day saw Campionbidding farewell to Mary Ellen
Whelan.and Betty Allen, who also
departed for snow-covered hills with
their hickories. They, too, fell into
the blister department.
Friday, February 20, found Campion rather on the quiet side. Could
it be the damper placed on two of
the more boisterous rooms?
Gerry Standert, Corinne Richley,
and Rita Ocykewicz celebrated birthdays on Mpnday, February 23.

By MIKE SCHMITT and MARY JONES
"How do you like the juke box in the Cave?" brought
forth a series of responses from the musically inclined SC
students. Since this question is pertinent to the Cave, we
interviewed (check that, will ya!) only those students in. the
Cave.
Marjorie Malloy (Soph. Chcm.):
juke
is
but
0.X.,
The
box
it needs
some new records.
Joe Corrigan (Soph.-Cave): Ithink
it's fine. Isn't that enough? (As he
chased us with a broom!)
Bob Hooper (Frosh-Physics): Ijust
like music of all kinds and at any time.
Jackie Kneiss (Soph.-Psych.): No
complaints, but more records of
Frankie Lane, and Ithink the Budapest String Quartet is out!
Gerry Heim (Frosh.-Lit.): As yet,
Ihave to see that four-leaf clover
that they keep singing about!
Mary Belle Schmoe (Pre-frosh-Etyginmology): Ithink it's peachy

By Jeannette Abshire
Campion Hall has issued a calen- one tie for fourth, and this lastsecond
place win.
dar of activities which illustrates the
Chiefall-around school spirit of the girls Paul Pieper, captain of the his
12
living there. Some of their action- tain flyers, has also earned
another
points
to
move
him
on
to
filled hours are scheduled below.
Class A
On Saturday, February 14, Helen class. He will be the first
College.
skier
from
Seattle
Grogan went skiing to Mt. Hood and
returned with only a couple of blisters on her heels.
PENGUIN GIANT SLALOM
ites

The Students Speak

-

Malts Shakes Sundaes
Where Collegians Meet
Open Seven Days a Week

FOR MARCH ONLYI

Six 5x7 Portraits $9.50

5-Point Cleaners

Finished from Any Retouched Aegis Negative on File

"Just Down From the Chieftain"

John Arnt Studios
3027 Arcade Bid*, (third floor)

Se. 2948

NOTICE!

—

SHIRTS LAUNDERED

(In today

1112 Broadway

—

out tomorrow)

PRospect 4112

